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Abstract

The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and the Extensible Markup Language (XML) allow users to de ne document type
de nitions (DTDs), which are essentially extended context-free grammars expressed in a notation that is similar to extended Backus{Naur
form. The right-hand side of a production, called a content model, is
both an extended and a restricted regular expression. The semantics of
content models for SGML DTDs can be modi ed by exceptions (XML
DTDs do not allow exceptions). Inclusion exceptions allow named elements to appear anywhere within the content of a content model, and
exclusion exceptions preclude named elements from appearing in the
content of a content model.
We give precise de nitions of the semantics of exceptions, and
prove that they do not increase the expressive power of SGML DTDs
when we restrict DTDs according to accepted practice. We prove the
following results:
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Exceptions do not increase the expressive power of extended
context-free grammars
For each DTD with exceptions, we can obtain a structurally
equivalent extended context-free grammar
For each DTD with exceptions, we can construct a structurally
equivalent DTD when we restrict the DTD to adhere to accepted
practice
Exceptions are a powerful shorthand notation|eliminating them
may cause exponential growth in the size of an extended contextfree grammar or DTD

1 Introduction
The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) [12, 13] promotes
the interchangeability and application-independent management of electronic
documents by providing a syntactic metalanguage for the de nition of textual
markup systems. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [2] is, essentially,
a simpli ed and more restrictive version of SGML. The goal of XML is to
allow SGML documents to be served, received and processed on the Web.
It is the proposed syntactic metalanguage for the speci cation of document
grammars for W3 documents.
Both SGML and XML allow users to de ne document type de nitions
(DTDs), which are essentially extended context-free grammars expressed in
a notation that is similar to extended Backus{Naur form. The right-hand
side of a production, called a content model, is both an extended and a
restricted regular expression. The semantics of content models for SGML
document grammars can be modi ed by exceptions (XML document grammars do not allow exceptions). Inclusion exceptions allow named elements
to appear anywhere within the content of a content model, and exclusion exceptions preclude named elements from appearing in the content of a content
model. In terms of (extended) context-free grammars, inclusion exceptions
for a nonterminal A allow some speci ed nonterminals to appear anywhere
in strings derivable from A whereas exclusion exceptions for A preclude some
speci ed nonterminals from appearing in strings derivable from A. For example, comments can appear almost anywhere in most programming languages
so they are usually not de ned by a programming language's grammar. The
reason is that the syntactic structure of the language would be obscured by
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the many appearances of a nonterminal for comments. Using an inclusion exception for comments is a simple solution that does not obscure the syntactic
structure of the language.
The intent of this paper is to rigorously de ne the e ect of exceptions on
SGML DTDs and also to demonstrate that, for all practical purposes, they
can be removed to produce structurally equivalent DTDs. We model SGML
DTDs with extended context-free grammars with exceptions and prove that,
in this case, we can always construct a structurally equivalent extended
context-free grammar without exceptions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to SGML (and XML) and exceptions. In Section 3, we introduce extended context-free grammars as a formal model of SGML DTDs and present
the basic method of eliminating exceptions from extended context-free grammars by propagating them to the production schemas a ected by them. In
Section 4, we de ne content models and their languages. In Section 5, we
show how we can modify content models to capture the local e ect of inclusion exceptions. The modi cations preserve the unambiguity of content
models. In Section 6, we give a similar modi cation for the local e ect of
exclusion exceptions; we also propose a simple test for the applicability of exclusions. In Section 7, we explain how we can remove exceptions from SGML
DTDs and show that the transformed DTDs are structurally equivalent to
the original DTDs. On the other hand, the new DTDs contain new nonterminals; therefore, they are not directly applicable as SGML DTDs for the
original document instances. We discuss in what circumstances our results
can be applied to the design of DTDs and to the manipulation of SGML
documents.
Lastly, in Section 8, we mention two unsolved problems, both of which
are subjects of our current research.

2 A brief SGML primer
To simplify the presentation we explain and de ne notions only for SGML;
most of the time the notions are identical in XML.
An SGML document consists of an SGML prolog and a marked-up document instance. The prolog contains a document type de nition (DTD)
that is an extended context-free grammar in which the right-hand sides of
productions are both extended and restricted regular expressions. In this
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regard, DTDs are similar to grammars in extended Backus{Naur form. An
example of a simple SGML DTD is given in Fig. 1; HTML is an example of
a more complex SGML DTD.

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

>

message
- (head, body)
head
- (from & to & subject)
from
- (person)
to
- (person)+
person
- (alias
(forename , surname))
body
- (paragraph)*
(subject, alias, forename, surname, paragraph)
- (#PCDATA)

j

>
>

>

>

?

>

>

Figure 1: An example SGML DTD that de nes simple messages.
The productions of a DTD are called element type de nitions. The
right-hand sides of element type de nitions are extended and restricted regular expressions called content models. The DTD in Fig. 1 de nes a document type for messages, which consist of a head followed by a body. The
element head consists of subelements from, to, and subject that can appear in any order. The element from is de ned to be a person that can
be denoted either by an alias or by an optional forename followed by a
surname. The element to consists of a nonempty list of persons. The body
of a message consists of a (possibly empty) sequence of paragraphs. Finally, the last element de nition speci es that elements subject, alias,
forename, surname, and paragraph are unstructured strings, denoted by
the keyword #PCDATA.
The structural elements of a document instance are made visible by enclosing them in matching pairs of start tags and end tags. A possible
instance of the message DTD in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. The DTD of Fig. 1
does not allow any begin or end tags to be omitted. The SGML Standard
does allow, however, for DTDs to specify tag omissions. Since XML does not
have this feature, we treat SGML DTDs in the same way. Another reason
to make this assumption is that the complex rules of SGML that govern tag
omission are there to ensure that an SGML parser can infer the omitted tags
in valid documents. Therefore an additional reason for ignoring omitted tags
is that we are not considering the parsing problem; that is, we assume that
we have an SGML parser.
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<!doctype message system "message.dtd">
<message>
<head>
<from><person><alias>Boss</alias></person></from>
<subject>Tomorrow's meeting...</subject>
<to><person><surname>Franklin</surname></person>
<person><alias>Betty</alias></person></to>
</head>
<body><paragraph> ..has been cancelled.</paragraph></body>
</message>

Figure 2: A document instance of the SGML DTD of Fig. 1.
The semantics of content models can be modi ed by what the Standard
calls exceptions. Inclusion exceptions allow named elements to appear
anywhere within the content of a content model, and exclusion exceptions
preclude named elements from the content of a content model. For example,
with the DTD of Fig. 1, we could modify the de nition of body to allow a
new element note, de ned as follows,

<!ELEMENT

note

<!ELEMENT

body

<!ELEMENT

note

- -

>

(#PCDATA)

to appear anywhere in the bodies of messages. We accomplish this task by
rede ning body to be
- -

>

(paragraph)* +(note) .

The added inclusion exception +(note) allows notes to appear within notes.
To prevent such recursive appearances of note we modify the de nition of
element type note by adding an exclusion exception to it:
- -

>

(#PCDATA) -(note) .

Exclusion exceptions seem to be a useful concept, but their exact meaning
is unclear from the Standard [13] and from Goldfarb's annotation of the Standard [12]. We rst give, in Section 3, algorithms for transforming extended
context-free grammars with exceptions into extended context-free grammars
without exceptions. In Sections 5 and 6, we give rigorous de nitions for
the meaning of exceptions. The correctness proofs of these methods imply
that exceptions are not necessary for the expressiveness of SGML DTDs that
satisfy some technical restrictions.
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3 Extended context-free grammars with exceptions
We rst introduce extended context-free grammars as a model of SGML
DTDs and discuss exceptions in this simpli ed setting. Then, in Sections 4
through 7, we consider the SGML-speci c problems of unambiguity preservation and exclusion applicability.
Extended context-free grammars are context-free grammars in which the
right-hand sides of productions are regular expressions. Let V be an alphabet. Then, we de ne a regular expression over V inductively as follows:

;

is a regular expression,

is a regular expression,
a 2 V is a regular expression,
F [ G; where F and G are regular expressions over V , is a regular expression,
FG; where F and G are regular expressions over V , is a regular expression,
F ;
where F is a regular expression over V , is a regular expression,
(F ); where F is a regular expression over V , is a regular expression.
The language L(E ) described by a regular expression E over V is de ned
inductively as follows:

L(;)
L()
L(a)
L(F [ G)
L(FG)
L(F )
L((F ))

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

;;
fg;
fag; for a 2 V;
L(F ) [ L(G);
fvw j v 2 L(F ); w 2 L(G)g;
L(F );
L(F ):

The symbol  denotes the null string and L , where L is a language, consists
of all strings that are obtained as the catenation of zero or more strings from
L. We denote by sym(E ) the set of symbols of V that appear in a regular
expression E .
An extended context-free grammar G is speci ed by a tuple (N; ; P; S ),
where N and  are disjoint nite alphabets of nonterminal symbols and
terminal symbols, respectively, P is a nite set of production schemas,
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and the nonterminal S is the sentence symbol. Each production schema
has the form A ! E , where A is a nonterminal and E is a regular expression
over V = N [ . When = 1A 2 2 V  , A ! E 2 P , and 2 L(E ),
the string 1 2 can be derived from the string and we denote this fact by
writing ) 1 2. The language L(G) of an extended context-free
grammar G is the set of terminal strings derivable from the sentence symbol of G. Formally, L(G) = fw 2  j S )+ wg, where )+ denotes the
transitive closure of the derivability relation.
Even though a production schema may correspond to an in nite number
of ordinary context-free productions, it is known that extended and ordinary
context-free grammars allow us to describe exactly the same languages; for
example, see the text of Wood [19].
An extended context free grammar G with exceptions is speci ed
by a tuple (N; ; P; S ) and is similar to an extended context-free grammar
except that the production schemas in P have the form A ! E + I ; X ,
where A is in N , E is a regular expression over V = N [ , and I and X are
subsets of N . The intuitive idea is that a derivation of any string w from the
nonterminal A using the production schema A ! E + I ; X must not involve
any nonterminal in X , yet w may contain, in any position, strings that are
derivable from nonterminals in I . When a nonterminal is both included and
excluded, its exclusion overrides its inclusion.
Existing SGML parsers have to deal with exceptions. For example, the
Amsterdam SGML parser [18] handles them in an interpretive manner. The
names of excluded elements are kept in a stack, which is consulted whenever
the parser encounters a new element. Inclusions are handled through an error
routine. Whenever an input element is encountered that does not match the
current content model, the parser enters its error mode. If the element is an
allowed inclusion exception, the parser calls itself recursively with the generic
identi er of the included element as the root symbol of the parse.
We develop methods to compile exceptions; that is, we provide methods
to produce a grammar that is structurally equivalent to the original one yet
does not use any exceptions. In the worst case, this transformation may
increase the number of productions by a factor which is exponential in the
number of the exceptions.
We formally describe the e ect of inclusions and exclusions on languages.
Let L be a language over the alphabet V and let I; X  V . We de ne a
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language L with inclusions I as the language
L+I = fw0a1w1    anwn j a1    an 2 L; for n  0;
and wi 2 I ; for i = 0; : : : ; ng:
Thus, L+I consists of the strings in L with arbitrary strings from I  inserted
into them. The language L with exclusions X is de ned as the language
L;X that consists of the strings in L that do not contain any symbol in X .
Notice that (L+I );X  (L;X )+I , but the converse does not hold in general.
In the sequel we will write L+I ;X for (L+I );X .
We formally describe the global e ect of exceptions by attaching exceptions to nonterminals and by de ning derivations from nonterminals with
exceptions. We denote a nonterminal A with inclusions I and exclusions X
by A+I ;X . When w is a string of a regular expression over V , we denote by
w(I;X ) the string obtained from w by replacing every appearance of a nonterminal A in w with A+I ;X . Let = 1A+I ;X 2 be a string over terminal
symbols and nonterminal symbols with exceptions. We say that the string
1 0 2 can be derived from , denoted by ) 1 0 2 , when the following
two conditions hold:
1. A ! E + IA ; XA is a production schema in P .
2. 0 = (I [IA;X [XA) for some string in L(E )+(I [IA );(X [XA ) .
Observe that the second condition re ects the idea that exceptions are propagated and cumulated by derivations. Finally, the language L(G) of an
extended context-free grammar G with exceptions consists of the terminal strings derivable from the sentence symbol with empty inclusions and
exclusions. Formally,

L(G) = fw 2  j S+;;; )+ wg:
Exceptions seem to be a context-dependent feature: Legal expansions of
a nonterminal depend on the context in which the nonterminal appears. We
show, however, that exceptions do not extend the descriptive power of extended context-free grammars by giving a transformation that produces an
extended context-free grammar that is structurally equivalent to an extended
context-free grammar with exceptions. The transformation propagates exceptions to production schemas and modi es their associated regular expressions to capture the e ect of exceptions.
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We now demonstrate how to modify regular expressions to capture the
e ect of exceptions. Let E be a regular expression over V =  [ N and
let I = fi1; : : : ; ik g be a set of inclusion exceptions. First, observe that
we can remove the ; symbol from the regular expression E and maintain
equivalence, if the language of the expression is not ;. We do so by replacing
the occurrences of ; using the following replacement rules until either it is
identical to ; or there are no occurrences of ;: F ; ! ;, ;F ! ;, F [; ! F ,
; [ F ! F , and ; ! . We now assume that either E = ; or E does
not contain ;. We modify E to obtain a regular expression E+I such that
L(E+I ) = L(E )+I . We obtain E+I from E by replacing each occurrence of a
symbol a 2 V in E with
(i1 [ i2 [    [ ik )a(i1 [ i2 [    [ ik )
and each occurrence of  with
(i1 [ i2 [    [ ik ) :
For a set X of excluded elements, we obtain a regular expression E;X such
that L(E;X ) = L(E );X by replacing each occurrence of a symbol a 2 X in
E with ;.
After this preparatory work, we give an algorithm for eliminating exceptions from an extended context-free grammar G = (N; ; P; S ) with exceptions. The algorithm, given in Fig. 3, propagates the exceptions in a production schema to the nonterminals in the schema. The algorithm produces
an extended context-free grammar G0 = (N 0 ; 0; P 0; S 0) that is structurally
equivalent to G as we establish in the following. The nonterminals of G0
have the form A+I ;X , where A 2 N and I; X  N . A derivation step using
a new production schema A+I ;X ! E in P 0 corresponds to a derivation
step using an old production schema for nonterminal A under inclusions I
and exclusions X . The algorithm terminates since it generates, from each
nonterminal A, at most 22jN j new nonterminals of the form A+I ;X .
In the worst case the algorithm can exhibit this potentially exponential
behavior. As an example consider the following extended context-free grammar with exceptions:

A ! (A1 [    [ Am ) + ; ; ;;
A1 ! (a1 [ A) + fA2 g ; ;;
A2 ! (a2 [ A) + fA3 g ; ;;
9

Algorithm I:
N 0:= fA+;;; j A 2 N g;
S 0:= S+;;; ;

0:= ;
Q:= fA+;;; ! E + I ; X j A ! E + I ; X 2 P g;
for all A+IA;XA ! E + I ; X 2 Q
do for all (B 2 (sym(E ) [ I ) ; X ) and B+I ;X 62 N 0
do N 0 := N 0 [ fB+I ;X g;
Q:= Q [ fB+I ;X ! EB + (I [ IB ) ; (X [ XB )
j B+;;; ! EB + IB ; XB 2 Qg;
od;
od;
P 0:= fA+IA;XA ! EA j A+IA;XA ! E + I ; X 2 Q and
EA = ((E+I );X )(I;X )g;
Figure 3: Exception elimination from an extended context-free grammar
(N; ; P; S ) with exceptions.
...

Am ! (am [ A) + fA1g ; ;:
Given this grammar the algorithm produces production schemas of the form

A+I ;; ! E
for every subset I  fA1; : : : ; Amg. We conjecture that this exponential
behavior cannot be avoided.
We eliminate exceptions from an extended context-free grammar using
the algorithm of Fig. 3 to produce a grammar that is structurally equivalent
to the original grammar. By structural equivalence we mean that not only
do the two grammars have the same language, but also they impose an isomorphic derivation or parse on each of their terminal strings. This property
is important in the case of SGML, where applications de ne the semantics
of the elements using their structural relationships.
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We rst de ne structural derivations with respect to (extended) contextfree grammars as follows: Let G = (N; ; P; S ) be an extended context-free
grammar and G0 = (N 0; 0 ; P 0; S 0) be an extended context-free grammar with
exceptions. Let `[' and `]' be new symbols that are not in N [ N 0 [  [ 0 .
When = 1A 2 is in (N [  [f[; ]g) , A ! E is in P , and is in L(E ), we
say that the string 1[ ] 2 can be structurally derived from the string
using grammar G. We denote structural derivation by writing

) [
G;[;] 1

] 2:

Let 0 = 10 A+I ;X 20 be a string that consists of symbols from 0 [ f[; ]g and
of nonterminals from N 0 with exceptions. We say that the string 10 [ 0] 20
can be structurally derived from 0, denoted by 0 G);[;] 10 [ 0] 20 , when the
following two conditions hold:
1. A ! E + IA ; XA is a production schema in P 0.
2. 0 = (I [IA;X [XA) , for some string in L(E )+(I [IA);(X [XA ) .
Finally, the structural languages described by G and G0 , denoted by
L(G; [; ]) and L(G0; [; ]), respectively, are the languages
0

+ wg
fw 2 ( [ f[; ]g) j [S ] )
G;[;]

and

+ wg:
fw 2 (0 [ f[; ]g) j [S+;;;] )
G ;[;]
0

When L(G; [; ]) = L(G0 ; [; ]) we say that G and G0 are structurally

equivalent.

We are now able to prove the following result as a byproduct of Lemma 3.2
and Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.1 Given an extended context-free grammar G = (N; ; P; S )
with exceptions there is a structurally equivalent extended context-free grammar G0 = (N 0 ; ; P 0; S+0 ;;;). Moreover, G0 can be constructed e ectively.
Let G1 = (N1 ; ; P1; S1) be an extended context-free grammar with exceptions and let G2 = (N2 ; ; P2; S2) be the extended context-free grammar
obtained when we eliminate exceptions from G using the algorithm in Fig. 3.
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+ B

Lemma 3.2 Let S1 )
+I ;X for some ; 2 (N1 [ ) , B 2 N1 and
G
some I; X  N1 .
Then, there is a nonterminal B+I ;X 2 N2 and a production schema
B+I ;X ! EB in P2 if and only if there is a production schema B !
E + IB ; XB in P1 such that EB = (E+I [IB ;X [XB )(I [IB ;X [XB ).
Proof. By inspection of the algorithm in Fig. 3.
2
Theorem 3.3 G1 and G2 are structurally equivalent.
Proof. We show by induction on the length n of derivations that [S1+;;;] G);[n;]
if and only if [S2] G);[n;] . The claim then follows immediately.
When n = 0, = [S1+;;;] = S2. When n > 0, [S1+;;;] G);[n;] only if
[S1+;;; ] )G n;;[;]1 1 A+I ;X 2 and there is a production schema (A ! E + IA ;
XA) 2 P1 such that = 1[ (I [IA;X [XA )] 2 for some 2 L(E )+I [IA;X [XA .
By induction this property holds only if [S2 ] )G n;;[;]1 1 A+I ;X 2. Lemma 3.2
implies that there is a production schema (A+I ;X ! EA) 2 P2, where EA =
((E+I [IA );X [XA )(I [IA;X [XA) . Now (I [IA;X [XA) 2 L(EA) and, therefore,
[S2] G);[n;] . The converse direction can be shown in a similar manner. 2
1

1

2

1

1

2

2

Cameron and Wood [9] have proved that structural equivalence is decidable for extended context-free grammars.

4 Content models and their languages

Document type de nitions (DTDs) are, essentially, extended context-

free grammars that have restricted and generalized regular expressions on the
right-hand sides of their productions. The right-hand sides of the productions
are called content models in the ISO Standard [12, 13]. Content models are
similar to regular expressions over an alphabet V . In a DTD the alphabet V
consists of generic identi ers that are names of elements (nonterminal
symbols) and #PCDATA. We refer to the members of V simply as symbols.
Note that #PCDATA is the only \terminal symbol" in the usual grammatical
sense, but it denotes all strings over some separate alphabet . The set of
all strings over the alphabet  is denoted by  in the usual way.
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The inductive de nition of content models1 for an alphabet V is:
a2V
is a content model,
F j G;
where F and G are content models, is a content model,
FG;
where F and G are content models, is a content model2,
F1 &    &Fn; where F1; : : : ; Fn are content models, is a content model,
F ;
where F is a content model, is a content model,
+
F ;
where F is a content model, is a content model,
F ?;
where F is a content model, is a content model.
The language L(E) de ned by a content model E is de ned inductively
as follows:
L(a) = fag; for a 2 V ; #PCDATA;
L(#PCDATA) =  ;
L(F j G) = L(F ) [ L(G);
L(FG) = fvw j v 2 L(F ) and w 2 L(G)g;
L(F1 &    &Fn) = fv1    vn j vi 2 L(F(i) ) for i = 1; : : : ; n; where
 is a permutation of f1; : : : ; ngg;

L(F ) = fv1    vn j v1 ; : : : ; vn 2 L(F ); n  0g;
L(F +) = fv1    vn j v1 ; : : : ; vn 2 L(F ); n  1g;
L(F ?) = L(F ) [ fg:
The SGML Standard requires content models to be unambiguous in
the sense that each nonempty pre x of a string uniquely determines which
symbols of the content model match the symbols of the pre x. We follow
the approach of Bruggemann-Klein and Wood [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] in the technical
treatment of unambiguity.
Let E be an expression or content model over an alphabet V . We often
need to refer to di erent occurrences of symbols in E , which we call the
positions of the expression E . We do so by marking expressions as follows:
An expression E 0 over the alphabet  = fai j a 2 V; i 2 f1; 2; : : :gg is a
1 Actually an SGML content model consists of a model group, which is similar to

a regular expression, and optional exceptions. We deviate from this parlance by calling
model groups content models, and by considering exceptions as a separate addition to a
content model.
2 Note that we use the traditional syntax of regular expressions to denote catenation
instead of the comma used in the SGML Standard.
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marking of an expression E if E 0 is obtained from E by attaching a di erent
subscript i to each appearance of symbols in E . The subscripted symbols are
the positions of E 0 . We use the letters E , F and G to refer to expressions,
the early lower-case letters a, b, : : :, for symbols of V , and the late lower-case
letters x, y, : : :, for the subscripted symbols of . Finally, we use u, v and
w for strings over V or over . For a subscripted symbol ai, we denote its
underlying letter a by (ai), and for a set of subscripted symbols A   we
de ne (A) = f(x) j x 2 Ag. For a marking E 0 of an expression E we
denote its underlying unmarked expression by (E 0). In the sequel, when we
refer to the positions pos(E ) of an expression E , we assume that we have
some xed marking for the expression E .
Let E be a content model and let E 0 be any marking of E . A content
model E is ambiguous if there are strings u, v, and w over  and symbols
x and y of  such that both uxv and uyw are in L(E 0 ), (x) = (y) and
x 6= y. We call such symbols x and y of , for which both uxv and uyw are
strings of L(E 0 ) and x 6= y, competing positions of E . A content model E
is unambiguous if it is not ambiguous.
The subexpressions of a content model E are de ned inductively as
follows:
1. E is a subexpression of E .
2. If E = FG or E = F j G, then the subexpressions of F and of G are
subexpressions of E .
3. If E = F1&    &Fn, then the subexpressions of Fi are subexpressions
of E , for each i = 1; : : : ; n.
4. If E = F ?, E = F  , or E = F +, then the subexpressions of F are
subexpressions of E .
We relate the unambiguity of a content model to the unambiguity of its
subexpressions in the following expected way.
Lemma 4.1 A content model is unambiguous if and only if it has no ambiguous subexpressions.
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of a content model. 2
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5 Inclusion exceptions and content models
We begin the discussion of exceptions in SGML DTDs by considering how to
eliminate inclusion exceptions from SGML content models. We demonstrate,
in Section 5.1, how inclusion exceptions can be compiled into content models,
giving content models that (locally) realize the e ect of inclusions.
The ability to remove exceptions from SGML DTDs is a much more subtle
issue than we rst thought [15]. The reasons are two-fold. First, any transformation of a DTD to remove exceptions must preserve the set of document
instances in a way we make precise. Second, the resulting DTD without exceptions must also be unambiguous in the SGML sense [13] as characterized
by Bruggemann-Klein and Wood [8]. Third, the transformation must take
into account instances of #PCDATA appearing in content models [14]. In
the preliminary version of this paper [15] we ignored this issue completely.
In the case of SGML the elimination of exceptions may also lengthen
content models by an exponential factor. Since such pathological cases are
almost certainly rare, we believe that the methods we have developed are of
practical value. One application that requires the elimination of exceptions
from content models is the translation of SGML DTDs into static database
schemas. This method of integrating textual documents into an objectoriented database has been suggested by Christo des et al. [10]. A second
application is the conversion of legacy SGML DTDs into XML DTDs [14]
since XML does not allow exceptions.
The SGML Standard requires that content models must be unambiguous, meaning that each nonempty pre x of a string uniquely determines
which symbols of the content model match the symbols of the pre x. Our
methods of eliminating exceptions preserve the unambiguity of the original
content models. In this respect our work extends the work of BruggemannKlein and Wood [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

5.1 Compilation of inclusion exceptions

We consider the elimination of inclusion exceptions from SGML content
models. We begin by formalizing the meaning of inclusions according to
the SGML Standard. We then show how inclusion exceptions can be eliminated from content models to get inclusion-free content models that describe
the same language. The methods are based on the insertion of repetitions
of included symbols as new subexpressions in the content model as we did
15

when eliminating inclusion exceptions from extended context-free grammars
in Section 3. The & operator complicates inclusion elimination in an essential way. Also content models with #PCDATA cause problems. Indeed some
content models with #PCDATA do not allow the elimination of inclusions.
Therefore, we rst present inclusion elimination for content models without
#PCDATA and without the & operator. Second, we discuss inclusion elimination from content models that contain #PCDATA. Third, we present the
more involved methods needed to eliminate inclusion exceptions from content
models with the & operator but without #PCDATA. Lastly, we show the
correctness of the elimination methods; that is, that they produce content
models which describe the same language as the original content model with
inclusions without introducing ambiguity.

5.2 Local semantics of inclusion exceptions

The SGML Standard describes the basic meaning of inclusions as follows:
\Elements named in an inclusion can occur anywhere within the content of
the element being de ned, including anywhere in the content of its subelements." The description is re ned by the rule specifying that \: : :an element
that can satisfy an element token in the content model is considered to do so,
even if the element is also an inclusion." This re nement means, for example, that a content model (a j b) with inclusion a describes ba but does not
describe ab, whose rst symbol \satis es the content model" and is therefore not treated as an inclusion. The Standard recommends that inclusions
\: : :should be used only for elements that are not logically part of the content"; for example, neither for a nor for b in the preceding example. Since
the diculty of understanding inclusions is caused, however, by the inclusion of elements that appear in the content model, we have to consider them
speci cally.
Let L be a language over an alphabet V . We need to refer to symbols
that can start some string in the language L and to strings that are suxes
of some string in L whose pre x has been given. We de ne the sets
rst(L) = fa 2 V j au 2 L for some u 2 V g
and
tail(L; w) = fu 2 V  j wu 2 Lg;
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for every w 2 V . Observe that tail(L; ) = L.
Let I = fi1 ; : : : ; ik g, a subset of V , be a set of inclusion symbols. We
de ne the SGML e ect of inclusions I on language L as the language

LI = fw0a1    wn;1anwn j a1    an 2 L; n  0;
wi 2 (I ; rst(tail(L; a1    ai ))); i = 0; : : : ; ng:
Intuitively, to obtain LI , we may add, for any pre x v of any string w in
L, a string u of included symbols from I such that vu is not a pre x of any
string in L. Notice that LI  L+I . For example, fa; bg+fag = fak j k >
0g [ fak bal j k; l  0g and the language fa; bgfag consists of all strings of
the forms aak and bak , where k  0.

5.3 Element content models without & groups

The basic idea of compiling the inclusion of a set I = fi1; : : : ; ik g of symbols
in a content model E is to insert new subexpressions of the form (i1 j    j ik )
in E . Preserving the unambiguity of the content model requires extra care,
since inserting new symbols in content models easily introduces ambiguity.
As a simple example, consider capturing the e ect of inclusions I = fb; cg
on the content model E = ab. The straightforward insertion of inclusion
symbols would yield content model

F = (b j c)a(b j c)b(b j c);
which is ambiguous since the symbol b of the string ab can be matched by
either the second or the third occurrence of b in F . On the other hand, the
method that we present later gives the content model
(b j c)ac b(b j c);
which is unambiguous.
We need to consider the relationships of positions in a content model
to de ne an appropriate transformation. These relationships are captured
for content models E and their positions x by the sets rst(E ), last(E ) and
follow;(E; x). The set rst(E ) contains the positions that can begin a string
described by a marked content model E . It is de ned inductively as follows:
rst(x) = x when x 2 ;
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rst(F j G) = (rst(F ) [ rst(G);
rst(F );
if  62 L(F ),
rst(FG) =
rst(F ) [ rst(G); if  2 L(F );
[
rst(F1 &    &Fn) =
rst(Fi );
rst(F ?) =
=

1in

rst(F ) = rst(F +)
rst(F ):

The inductive de nition of the set last(E ) that consists of the positions
of a content model E that can end a string described by a marking of E , is
similar to the de nition of rst(E ), except for the case of catenation, which
is de ned as follows:
(
G);
if  62 L(G),
last(FG) = last(
last(F ) [ last(G); if  2 L(G).
Third, for a marked content model E and its positions x 2 pos(E ), we
need to consider the set of positions that can follow x in strings described
by E . Moreover, for content models with & groups we have to consider
a slightly restricted subset of following positions denoted by follow;(E; x),
which was rst suggested by Clark [11]. The inductive de nition, adapted
from Bruggemann-Klein's exposition [5], is:
follow;(x; x) = ;(;
;(F; x); if x 2 pos(F ),
follow;(F j G; x) = follow
follow;(G; x); if x 2 pos(G);
8
>
follow;(F; x);
if x 2 pos(F ); x 62 last(F ),
<
;
;
follow (FG; x) = > follow (F; x) [ rst(G); if x 2 last(F ),
: follow;(G; x);
if x 2 pos(G);
8
>
follow;(Fi; x);
if x 2 pos(Fi); x 62 last(Fi),
>
<
;
follow
(
F
;
x
)
[
follow;(F1 &    &Fn; x) = > [ i
>
: j6=i;2L(Fj ) rst(Fj ); if x 2 last(Fi);
follow;(F ?; x) = follow;(F; x);
;(F + ; x)
follow;(F ; x) = follow
(
;(F; x);
if x 2 pos(F ); x 62 last(F ),
= follow
;
follow (F; x) [ rst(F ); if x 2 last(F ).
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The next result gives the relationship of the unambiguity of E and the
follow;(F; x) sets for subexpressions F of E . It forms the basis of linear-time
unambiguity testing of content models [5, 6].
Lemma 5.1 [5] A marked content model E is unambiguous if and only if it
satis es the following three conditions:
1. If x; y 2 rst(L(E )) and x 6= y , then (x) 6= (y ).
2. If x; y 2 follow;(E; z ) for some z 2 pos(E ) and x 6= y , then (x) 6=
(y).
3. If E1 &    &En is a subexpression of E and there is some z 2 last(Ei ),
for some 1  i  n, such that x 2 follow;(Ei; z ) and y 2 rst(Ej ), for
some j 6= i, then (x) 6= (y ).
We modify a context model E with inclusion exceptions I in two steps to
obtain a new content model EI that captures the e ect of I on E . We rst
insert the appropriate repetitive component after each position in a content
model E to give a new content model EI . We use A as a shorthand notation
for the expression (a1 j    j ak ) when A = fa1; : : : ; ak g is a set of symbols.
We de ne EI inductively as follows:
(F j G)I = FI j GI ;
(FG)I = FI GI ;
(F1 &    &Fn)I = F1 I &    &FnI ;
(F )I = (FI ) ;
(F +)I = (FI )+;
(F ?)I = (FI )?:
The base case which inserts new symbols into the content model for a position
x with (x) = a 2 V is
xI = a(I ; (follow;(E; x))):
Notice that the de nition of xI avoids the introduction of new positions,
which would compete with existing ones having the same underlying character, by insertion of, immediately after position x, only such new symbols
that do not collide with the underlying characters of the set follow;(E; x).
Second, we construct a new content model EI that is de ned as
(I ; rst(L(E ))) EI :
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Example 5.2 Consider the content model E = (a+ j b+)c and a set I =
fb; cg of inclusions. Now, follow;(E; a) = fa; cg, follow;(E; b) = fb; cg and
follow;(E; c) = ;; therefore,
EI = ((ab )+ j b+ )c(b j c) :
Since rst(L(E )) = fa; bg,
EI = c ((ab )+ j b+)c(b j c):
2
We will present a complete method for eliminating inclusion exceptions, in
Section 5.5, from element content models that possibly contain & operators.
The correctness of the method is shown in Section 5.6.

5.4 Mixed content models

The SGML Standard de nes an element to have mixed content if it can
contain data characters intermixed with subelements. Otherwise, it de nes
an element to have element content.
Notice that since L(#PCDATA) =  , for any a 2 V ,

L(#PCDATA)fag = fu0v1 u1    vn un j ui 2 fag ; for i = 0; : : : ; n; and
vj 2  for j = 1; : : : ; ng:
This semantics is dicult or even impossible to capture for unrestricted content models with #PCDATA. For example, consider content model E = a j
#PCDATA. We could try to capture the language L(E )fbg with a content
model of the form F j G, where F describes the language L(b ab ) and G
describes any sequence of strings v1; : : : ; vn 2  intermixed with sequences
of b. Such a content model is ambiguous, since an initial symbol b of a string
could be matched by the occurrence of b either in F or in G. Alternatively,
we could try to express the e ect of the inclusion by a content model of
the form F (G j H )J , where J is either a model group or it is omitted, and
L(F ) = L(b ), L(GJ ) = L(ab ) and L(HJ ) consists of strings beginning
with a string of data characters followed by sequences of b intermixed with
strings of data characters. The only construct available in SGML to de ne
strings over  in a content model is #PCDATA, which also describes the null
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string. Therefore, the second candidate content model is also unambiguous,
since any initial occurrence of symbol b in a string could be matched by either
a position of F or by a position in pos(H ) [ pos(J ).
Clause 11.2.4 of the SGML standard recommends that #PCDATA should
be used only when strings of  are permitted to appear anywhere in the content of the element; that is, either when the content model is only #PCDATA
or \when or is the only connector used in any model group". The reason
for this recommendation is to avoid problems caused by interpreting separator characters in a mixed element instance as data characters. Goldfarb's
annotations of the standard [12, p. 411], as well as those of some other authors [17, 16], interpret these recommendations to mean that a mixed content
model should always be \a repeatable OR group".
We say that a content model E is a mixed content model if both data
characters and element symbols can occur in the strings of L(E ); otherwise,
we say that E is an element content model. We can trivially recognize a
mixed content model: A content model is a mixed content model if and only
if it contains an occurrence of the keyword #PCDATA. We say that a mixed
content model E is simple if it has the form
(#PCDATA j A1 j    j An)op ;
where A1 ; : : : ; An, n  0, are symbols and op is either  or +. Notice that
when n = 0, a simple mixed content model is equivalent to (#PCDATA).
XML restricts mixed content models to be simple [2].
It is easy to capture the e ect of inclusion exceptions I on a simple mixed
content model E with the content model

F = (#PCDATA j A1 j    j An j B1 j    j Bk )op ;
where fB1; : : : ; Bk g = I ; fA1; : : : ; Ang. It is not dicult to show that
L(F ) = L(E )I . Also, F is unambiguous if and only if E is unambiguous.
To see this, observe that F contains two competing positions with the same
underlying symbol if and only if E does.

5.5 Element content models with & groups

We demonstrate the diculties that are caused by the & operator with the
following example. Consider the content model E = a?&b?, which is unambiguous. A content model that captures the inclusion of symbol a in E
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should describe strings of the form ba    a. A straightforward transformation
would produce a content model of the form E1 = F &((ba )?) or of the form
E2 = (F &b?)a, where a 2 L(F ) and  2 L(F ). It is easy to see that these
content models are ambiguous. In the case of E1 , the second symbol of the
string ba could be matched by either F or by a . In the case of E2 , any string
that begins with an a can be matched by both F and a . Our strategy to
handle such problematic subexpressions F &G is rst to replace them by the
equivalent subexpression (FG j GF ). Notice that this substitution may not
suce, since the replacement can be ambiguous even if F &G is unambiguous. For example, the content model (a?b? j b?a?) is ambiguous, whereas the
content model a?&b? is unambiguous. Also, substituting other expressions
for & groups that occur as a subexpression of an iterative expression F  or
F + has to be done with care to avoid introducing ambiguity. As a matter
of fact, we know that the language of some unambiguous content models
with & groups cannot be expressed by unambiguous content models without
& groups [3, 7].
We introduce three mutually recursive transformations E , F and G to
rst eliminate problematic & groups as a preliminary step of inclusion elimination. Under certain conditions, transformations E , F and G preserve the
unambiguity of the original content models. To specify these conditions we
introduce the notions of sublanguage expressions and iterative & groups. Let
E be a model group and F be a subexpression of E . We say that F is a
sublanguage expression of E , if L(F )  L(E ). We say that F is a sublanguage expression of an iteration, or simply iterative, (in E ) if it is a
sublanguage expression of a subexpression G or G+ of E . If subexpression
F is not iterative (in E ), we say that it is noniterative (in E ). As an example, consider the content model E = ((a j b)(c?&d)e)+. Its subexpression
F = (c?&d) is not a sublanguage expression of E , since each string in L(E )
ends with symbol e, which does not occur in F . On the other hand, F is a
sublanguage expression of G = ((a j b )(c?&d)e)+, and it is also iterative in
G.
The purpose of transformation G is to modify a given content model E to
describe the same language as E except possibly for the null string . The
value of G (E ), for a content model E over V or , is de ned as follows:

G (x) = x when x 2 V or x 2 ;
G (F j G) = G (F ) j G (G);
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8
>
if  62 L(FG),
< FG;
if  2 L(FG) and FG is iterative,
G (FG) = >: (G (F ) j G (G));
((G (F )G) j G (G)); if  2 L(FG) and FG is noniterative;
(
G (E1 &    &En) = EF1(&E & & E &n;E ); ifif  622 LL((EE1 &&    &&EEn),);
1

n

1

n

G (F ?) = G (F );
G (F ) = G (F +) = (G (F ))+:
Notice that transformation G does not work for #PCDATA since neither

SGML nor XML provides any means of expressing the language + of nonempty
unstructured strings.
Transformation F is applied to & groups. The value of F (E ) for an &
group E is a corresponding j group that describes the same language as E
apart from the null string. It is de ned for an & group E = E1&    &En as
follows:
F (E ) = G (E ); if n = 1;
F (E ) = (G (E1)E (E2&E3 &    &En))
j (G (E2 )E (E1&E3&E4 &    &En))
...
j (G (En)E (E1&E2 &    &En;1)); if n > 1.
That is, F (E1&    &En) consists of an j group of n subexpressions, each of
which begins with a copy of a di erent Ei modi ed by transformation G .
When n = 1, the & group consists of a single subexpression; therefore, we
apply G directly to it.
Finally, transformation E is just a \wrapper" for transformation F . Its
purpose is to eliminate the & operators from a given & group and to preserve
its language including the null string.
(
; if  2 L(E );
E (E ) = (FF((EE)))?
; if  62 L(E ).
For example,
E (a&b?&c ) = (a((b((c)+)?) j ((c)+(b)?))?)
j (b((a((c)+)?) j ((c)+a)))
j ((c)+((a(b)?) j (ba)))
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Kilpelainen [14] proved the following result, which states that the preceding
transformations achieve their goal in terms of the languages described by the
expressions.
Lemma 5.3 Let E be a model group over V and let F be an & group. Then,
1. L(G (E )) = L(E ) ; fg.
2. L(E (F )) = L(F ).

2
An expression F is nullable if  2 L(F ). To compute G (E ) we need
to determine the nullable subexpressions of E . They can be computed in
linear time using a postorder traversal of the corresponding expression tree
for E [1, 14]. Given this information, we can compute E (E ) in one pass;
however, the expansion of subexpressions of the form E1 &    &En causes a
superexponential increase in the size of the resulting expressions. Speci cally,
when a1 ; : : : ; an are distinct symbols, expression E (a1&    &an) contains at
most en! occurrences of symbols, where e = 2:71828 : : : is the base of the
natural logarithm and this bound is tight [14].
The following results about the preservation of unambiguity by transformations E and G were derived by Kilpelainen [14].
Lemma 5.4 Let E be an unambiguous model group which contains no nullable and iterative & groups. Then, G (E ) is unambiguous.
2

Lemma 5.5 Let E = E1&    &En be an unambiguous & group such that

none of Ei , i = 1; : : : ; n, contains either #PCDATA or a nullable and iterative & group as its sublanguage expression. Then, E (E ) is unambiguous.

2

The third result concerns the unambiguity of content models whose &
subexpressions are replaced by the E transformation. To discuss these, we
consider markings of content models. Note that each subexpression F of a
marked expression E is unique. Therefore, we use the notation E [F=E (F )] to
unambiguously denote the expression that results by replacing subexpression
F of a marked content model E by E (F ).
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Lemma 5.6 Let E 0 be a marking of an unambiguous element content model
and let F 0 = F10 &    &Fn0 be a noniterative subexpression of E 0 which contains no iterative & group as a subexpression. Then, (E 0 [F 0=E (F 0)]) is

unambiguous.
2
Bruggemann-Klein [3, 7] has demonstrated that some iterative & groups
cannot be eliminated from content models while simultaneously preserving
unambiguity. For the purpose of eliminating inclusion exceptions this does
not matter, however. The following property is sucient for the correctness
of our method: For any unambiguous content model E without noniterative
& groups, the sets follow;(E 0; x) of positions x in E 's marking E 0 capture
the information of the tail set for strings accepted by a path leading to x.
This property is formulated as follows.
Lemma 5.7 Let E be an unambiguous content model that has no noniterative & groups as a subexpression. Let E 0 be a marking of E with x 2 sym(E 0 ),
w 2 V  and w0 2  such that, for some v 2 V  and v0 2  , we have

w(x)v 2 L(E ), w0xv0 2 L(E 0) and w = (w0):
Then,

rst(tail(L(E ); w(x))) = (follow;(E 0 ; x)):
Sketch of the proof. The unambiguity of E implies that position x is
determined by the string w(x) unambiguously. By structural inspection
of E 0 it is easy to see that (follow;(E 0; x))  rst(tail(L(E ); w(x))). On
the other hand, let F 0 be a subexpression of E 0 such that x 2 sym(F 0)
and let u0; t0 be in  such that u0xt0 2 L(F 0). The only case in which
y 2 rst(tail(L(F 0); u0x)) but y 62 follow;(F 0; x) is when x 2 last(Fi) and y 2
rst(Fj ) for some subexpression F1&    &Fn of F 0. Now, by the assumptions
of the lemma, F1 &    &Fn is a sublanguage expression of some subexpression
G or G+ of E 0 , which implies that y 2 rst(G), x 2 last(G), and y 2
follow;(E 0; x).
2
Now we are ready to provide a method of computing, for a given content
model E with element content and a set I of inclusions, a new content model
EI such that L(EI ) = L(E )I . The algorithm is given in Figure 4.

Example 5.8 Let E = (a?&b?)c and I = fa; cg. We rst obtain the content
model

F = E (a?&b?)c = (ab? j ba?)?c
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Algorithm II

1. Replace any noniterative subexpressions F = F1&    &Fn of E by E (F ).
2. EI := (I ; rst(L(E )))EI .
Figure 4: Computation of the content model EI from a content model E .
and then the content model

FI = (aa (ba )? j b(aa )?)?c(a j c) :
Since I  rst(L(E )), we have EI = FI .

2

5.6 Correctness of inclusion elimination

We sketch the proof of correctness of Algorithm II that is given in Fig. 4. Let
E be an unambiguous element content model. Let G denote expression E as
modi ed by Step 1 of Algorithm II. By Lemma 5.6, G is also unambiguous
and Lemma 5.3 implies that L(G) = L(E ).

Lemma 5.9 If G is an unambiguous content model, then
L(GI ) = fa1w1    anwn j a1    an 2 L(G); n  0;
wi 2 (I ; rst(tail(L(G); a1    ai))); i = 1; : : : ; ng:
Proof. Let G0 be a marking of G. The claim follows from Lemma 5.7, which
implies that

I \ rst(tail(L(G); a1    an)) = I \ (follow;(G0; xn));
for any a1    an v 2 L(G) and x1    xn w 2 L(G0), such that (x1    xn w) =
a1    anv.
2

We can apply Lemma 5.1 to show that the ()I transformation does not
introduce ambiguity in G.
Lemma 5.10 If G is unambiguous, then (G)I is unambiguous.
Proof. Assume that G is unambiguous. Let G0 be a marking of G and let
H 0 be a marking of H = (G)I such that L(G0)  L(H 0). Such markings
clearly exist. Then, the rst condition of Lemma 5.1 for the unambiguity
of H 0 is satis ed since rst(L(H 0 )) = rst(L(G0 )) and G is unambiguous.
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For the second condition, consider a symbol z in G0 and the corresponding
subexpression z(y1 j    j yk ) in H 0. Now,
follow;(H 0; z) = follow;(H 0; yi); i = 1; : : : ; k;
= follow;(G0; z) [ fy1; : : : ; yk g;
which by the construction of (G)I and the unambiguity of G cannot contain
two positions with the same underlying symbol. Finally, consider the case
z 2 last(Hi) for a subexpression H1&    &Hn of H 0, x 2 follow;(Hi; z), and
y 2 rst(Hj ) for some j 6= i. Then z is either some symbol x0 2 sym(G0)
or some symbol xi 2 sym(H 0) ; sym(G0) in a subexpression x0 (x1 j    j
xk ). Let G1 &    &Gn be the subexpression of G0 for which H1&    &Hn =
(G1&    &Gn)I . Now
follow;(Hi; z) = follow;(Gi; x0 ) [ fx1 ; : : : ; xk g
and y 2 rst(Hj ) implies that y 2 follow;(G0 ; x0), since rst(Hj ) = rst(Gj )
and G1&    &Gn is iterative in G0. Therefore, (x) 6= (y), for x 2 fx1 ; : : : ; xk g,
by the construction of (G)I , and (x) 6= (y), for x 2 follow;(Gi; x0), by
the unambiguity of G and Lemma 5.1.
2
The preceding properties of (G)I imply the correctness of the construction of EI , which we summarize as follows.
Theorem 5.11 Let E be an unambiguous element content model. Then, the
content model EI satis es the following two conditions:
1. L(EI ) = L(E )I .
2. EI is unambiguous.
In addition, EI has size O(jE j!) and it can be computed from E in O(jE j!)
time, in the worst case.
Corollary 5.12 For each unambiguous element content model with inclusions there is an equivalent unambiguous content model without inclusions.

6 Exclusion exceptions and content models
Exclusion exceptions modify the meaning of content models by precluding
optional elements from their content. The precise meaning of exclusion exceptions is not quite clear from the SGML standard. The standard gives
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rather vague restrictions on the applicability of exclusion exceptions. We
propose a simple and rigorous de nition of the meaning and of the applicability of exclusion exceptions. We also present an optimal algorithm that
modi es a given content model to capture the (local) e ect of exclusions, and
simultaneously checks their applicability to the content model.
Clause 11.2.5.2 of the SGML Standard states that \: : :exclusions modify
the e ect of model groups to which they apply by precluding options that
would otherwise have been available". The exact meaning of the phrase \precluding options" is not clear from the Standard. Our rst task is, therefore,
to formalize the intuitive notion of exclusion. As a motivating example consider excluding the symbol b from the content model E = a(b j c)c, which
de nes the language L(E ) = fabc; accg. The element b is clearly an alternative to the rst occurrence of c, and we can realize its exclusion by modifying
E to give E 0 = acc. Now, consider excluding b from the content model
F = a(bc j cc). This case is not as clear since b appears in a seq subexpression. On the other hand, both E and F de ne the same language; therefore,
we de ne the e ect of exclusions on languages of content models rather than
on the content models themselves.
Let L  V  be a language and let X  V . Motivated by the preceding
examples, we de ne the e ect of excluding X from L, which we denote by
L;X , to be the set of all strings in L that do not contain any symbol of X .
As an example, the e ect of excluding fbg from the language of the preceding
content models E and F is
L(E );fbg = L(F );fbg = faccg:
Notice that an exclusion always speci es a subset of the original language.
We next show how we can compute a content model E X such that
L(E X ) = L(E );X from a given content model E and a given set X of
excluded symbols. The modi ed content model E X is unambiguous if the
original content model E is unambiguous. The computation of E X takes
time linear in the size of E .
For the transformation, we extend content models to allow the empty-set
symbol ; and the null-string symbol , which are constituents of standard
regular expressions. Their addition extends the de nition of the language
L(E ) represented by a content model E with the following two cases:
L(;) = ;;
L() = fg:
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Let E be a content model with exclusions X . We de ne the corresponding
extended content model E X inductively as follows:
(
a 2 X,
a X = ;a;; ifotherwise;
8
;;
if F X = ; or G X = ;,
>
>
< F X;
if G X = ,
(FG) X = > G ;
F X = ,
>
: F XG ; ifotherwise;
X X
8
F X;
if G X = ;,
>
>
>
G
;
if F X = ;,
>
< ; X
if F X =  and G X = ,
(F j G) X = > F ?;
if F X 6=  and G X = ,
X
>
>
G
?
;
if F X =  and G X 6= ,
>
: F XX j G X ; otherwise;
8 ;; if F = ; for some i = 1; : : : ; n,
>
i X
>
>
;
if
F
i X =  for all i = 1; : : : ; n,
>
< Fi1 X &    &Fik X ; otherwise, where
(F1&    &Fn) X = >
1  i1 <    < ik  n are such that
>
>
Fij X 6= ; for each j = 1; : : : ; k; and
>
:
Fj X =  for each j 2 f1; : : : ; ng n fi1 ; : : : ; ik g;
(
if F X = ; or F X = ,
(F ?) X = F; ?; otherwise;
( X
if F X = ; or F X = ,
(F ) X = ;

(F ) ; otherwise;
8 X
>
if F X = ;,
< ;;
+
if F X = ,
(F ) X = > ;
: (F X )+; otherwise.
The following properties justify the de nition of E X .

Lemma 6.1 (Basic properties of E X .)
If E is a content model over V and X  V , then the following ve properties

hold for the content model E X :
1. E

E

X
X

is a content model (E
62 f;; g.

X

contains neither ; nor ) if and only if
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2. L(E X ) = ; if and only if E

= ;.
3. L(E X ) = fg if and only if E X = .
4. L(E X ) = L(E );X .
5. E X can be computed from E in O(j E j) time, in the worst case.
X

Proof. Properties 1 through 4 can be shown to hold by structural induction

on E . (Note that Property 1 implies Properties 2 and 3.) Property 5 can
be seen to hold by considering a recursive algorithm based directly on the
de nition of E X .
To give a avor of the proofs, we show how to handle the case E = F j G
in the proof that L(E X ) = L(E );X . In this case,

L(E );X = L(F j G);X
= (L(F ) [ L(G));X
= L(F );X [ L(G);X :
If F X = ;, then L(E X ) = L(G X ). The inductive assumptions L(F X ) =
L(F );X = ; and L(G X ) = L(G);X imply that L(E X ) = L(E );X . The
case G X = ; is symmetric. If F X = G X = , then L(E X ) = fg and
L(F );X [ L(G);X = fg by the induction hypothesis. If F X =  and
G X 62 f;; g, then

L(E X ) = L((G X )?)
= L(G X ) [ fg
and, by induction, L(E X ) = L(E );X . The case F X 62 f;; g and G X = 
is symmetric. Finally, if E X = F X j G X , then we have L(F X j G X ) =
L(F X ) [ L(G X ), which gives, by induction, L(F );X [ L(G);X = L(E );X .

2

As a restriction of the applicability of exclusions the Standard states
that \: : :an exclusion cannot a ect a speci cation in a model group that
indicates that an element is required." The Standard does not specify how a
model group (a subexpression of a content model) indicates that an element
is required. A reasonable requirement for the applicability of excluding X
from a content model E is that L(E );X 6 fg. Note that an ordinary
content model cannot describe a language that is either ; or fg. Intuitively,
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= ; or E X =  means that excluding X from E precludes all elements
from the content of E . On the other hand, E X 62 f;; g means that X
precludes only elements that are optional in L(E ). Thus, we propose that
this requirement be the formalization of how a model group indicates that an
element is required. Notice that computing E X is a reasonable and ecient
test for the applicability of exclusions X on a content model E .
Finally, we show that capturing the e ect of exclusions X on a content
model E by transforming E into E X does not sacri ce the unambiguity of
E . Let E be a content model and E 0 be a marking of E . We de ne E 0 X in
a similar way to the de nition of E X except that the base case becomes
(
(x) 2 X ,
x X = ;x;; ifotherwise.

E

X

Lemma 6.2 If E is unambiguous, then E X is unambiguous.
Proof. Let E 0 be a marking of E . Assume that E X is ambiguous, which

means that there are strings u, v and w over  and symbols x and y in 
such that both uxv and uyw are in L(E 0 X ), (x) = (y), and x 6= y. (Note
that E 0 X is a marking of E X .) Now, L(E 0 X )  L(E 0 ), which implies that
both uxv and uyw are in L(E 0 ) and E is also ambiguous.
2

7 SGML DTDs and exceptions
We are now in a position to consider the removal of exceptions from a DTD.
Although extended context-free grammars are a reasonable model for SGML
DTDs, they are not a perfect one as we have pointed out in Section 5. One
important point is that content models contain only one terminal symbol,
#PCDATA, that is equivalent to  ; all other symbols are essentially nonterminals. #PCDATA captures textual data that has no further structure
from the viewpoint of the given DTD. (It may, of course, be highly structured
for some other application, or for some other DTD which uses the special features of SGML that allow some content to be interpreted as markup.)
One subtle issue is that #PCDATA always includes the null string; there
is no positive #PPCDATA, say, that corresponds to + and excludes the
null string. This issue is crucial when removing inclusion exceptions as we
have seen in Section 5.
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The elimination of exceptions from an extended context-free grammar
introduces new nonterminals. If we apply the exception removal transformation of Fig. 3 to an SGML DTD with exceptions, then we do indeed obtain
a new DTD without exceptions that is structurally equivalent to the original
DTD. Unfortunately, the document instances of the original DTD do not
conform to the new DTD, since the new DTD has new elements and new
tags corresponding to these elements that do not appear in the old DTD
instances.
Therefore, a natural question is: How useful are our results? First, the
results are interesting in their own right as a contribution to the theory of
extended context-free grammars and SGML DTDs. We can eliminate exceptions to give structurally equivalent grammars and DTDs while preserving
their SGML unambiguity.
Second, during the DTD design phase, it is perhaps convenient to use
exceptions. Our results imply we can eliminate the exceptions algorithmically
and produce a nal DTD design before any document instances are created.
Third, the creation of a new DTD without exceptions is useful for producing a DTD database schema as suggested by Christo des and his coworkers [10].
Fourth, and perhaps most important, we can use the exception-freeness
transformation to produce XML DTDs from SGML DTDs since XML does
not allow exceptions.
Fifth, rather than producing a new DTD, we can emulate it with an
extended context-free grammar and its parser. We rst apply the exceptionremoval transformation to the extended context-free grammar with exceptions given by the original DTD with exceptions. We then modify the productions of the resulting exception-free extended context-free grammar to
explicitly include old tags. For example, we transform a production of the
form:
into a production of the form:

A+I ;X ! EA

A+I ;X ! `< A >'EA `< =A >';
where `< A >' and `< =A >' 2 0 are the start and end tags that the new
grammar has to use as delimiters for the element A. Thus, the new productions can be applied to the old DTD instances.
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Lastly, we can attack the document-instance problem head on by translating old instances into new instances. We are planning to investigate a
class of DTD-based transductions which would be applicable to the DTD
database schema issue raised by Christo des et al. [10] and to the conversion
of instances of SGML DTDs into instances of corresponding XML DTDs.

8 Closing remarks
A major open problem is whether we can avoid the exponential worst-case
blow-up in the size of a DTD. Is there an exception-removal transformation
that does not have exponential blow up in the worst case? As we conjecture
that there is no such transformation, a follow-up question is: What do we
expect the increase in size to be? In addition, we may be able to avoid the
worst-case complexity by constructing a modi ed DTD on the y while parsing a document instance. The argument in favor of the on-the- y approach is
that SGML parsers already interpret a DTD on the y; therefore, it appears
that we can avoid the blow up in the size of a DTD, at least in the expected
case, by implementing our algorithms locally and on the y.
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